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Introduction
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Helpful Applications
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Why we need to learn Japanese?

To order food, do shopping
Making Japanese bank account
Applying for Japanese phone number
Applying for credit card
Events in Tokyo Tech
Circles or Clubs in Tokyo Tech
Making conversation
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Japanese Courses

 Divided into 2 types:
 Regular courses 
 Optional courses. 

 Optional courses include 
specific skill courses and 
Japanese culture courses, 
and are designed to 
improve students' 
comprehensive Japanese 
skills (i.e. conversation, 
Kanji, etc.) , depending on 
their needs.
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Japanese Courses

 Small-size classes of about 20 
students.

 If you want to proceed to the 
next level, you have to take a 
regular course (Basic 1-4, 
Intermediate 1-8). You may 
obtain credits by taking 
optional courses as well, 
however, you cannot proceed 
to the next level. 

 When taking an optional 
course, you have to choose the 
course which corresponds to 
your regular course level. As 
for the level of optional 
courses, refer to the figure 
above.Note1: Students who already have high Japanese language skills cannot attend 

Japanese courses.
Note2: The maximum number of specific skill courses a student can take per 
quarter is 2 (plus one regular class), considering the learning efficiency.
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Nihongo Space
 Open hour: Every 

Wednesday and Thursday 
(12:30 - 13:40)

 Venue: International 
Student Lounge at West 
Bldg.1 (Ookayama Campus)
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Nihongo Space

 Offers support to help us brush 
up our Japanese skills, such as: 
 Giving advice on how to study 

Japanese, 
 Providing opportunities to practice 

Japanese conversation, 
 Offering tutoring in written Japanese, 

etc.

 Activities for International 
Students, such as:
 Manga and illustration Festival, 
 Tanabata Festival, 
 Farewell Party - make miso soup together, 
 All JLPT level mock test
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Nihongo Space
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Nihongo Space
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Global Lounge

 Open: 08:30 - 21:00
(Saturdays, Sundays, and 
holidays 9:00 - 20:00)
 Venue: B1F - Taki Plaza
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Global Lounge

 Campus Tour
 Tour Around Ookayama Campus

 Multilingual Chat
 Enjoy little chatting with fellow students.
 Different topics every week
 Around lunch break (TBD) on every Friday
 Languages : English/ Chinese/ Korean/ 

Japanese
 Games every end of month

 Todoroki Valley Tour & Kamakura Tour
 Student staffs will guide through

the tour in English, Chinese, Korean, or Japanese.

 Kamizumou Game
 Play sumo wrestling game performed by the 

small paper wrestlers on the paper-made ring.
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Global Lounge
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Global Lounge
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Global Lounge
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Getting used to conversation

Don’t be scared to not understand conversation or
cannot speak well in Nihongo Space or Multilingual
chat
Attend events in Japanese language
Do conversations with Japanese friends
Take Tokyo Tech Japanese courses
Learn new vocabularies everyday
 Google translate the words that we often hear
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Other Events

プレゼンターのノート
プレゼンテーションのノート
Taki fes, movies, takoyaki party
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Thank You
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